Relationships between phyllosphere bacterial communities and plant functional traits in a neotropical forest
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The phyllosphere—the aerial surfaces of plants, including leaves—is a ubiquitous global habitat that harbors diverse bacterial communities. Phyllosphere bacterial communities have the potential to influence plant biogeography and ecosystem function through their influence on the fitness and function of their hosts, but the host attributes that drive community assembly in the phyllosphere are poorly understood. In this study we used high-throughput sequencing to quantify bacterial community structure on the leaves of 57 tree species in a neotropical forest in Panama. We tested for relationships between bacterial communities on tree leaves and the functional traits, taxonomy, and phylogeny of their plant hosts. Bacterial communities on tropical tree leaves were diverse; leaves from individual trees were host to more than 400 bacterial taxa. Bacterial communities in the phyllosphere were dominated by a core microbiome of taxa including Actinobacteria, Alpha-, Beta-, and Gammaproteobacteria, and Sphingobacteria. Host attributes including plant taxonomic identity, phylogeny, growth and mortality rates, wood density, leaf mass per area, and leaf nitrogen and phosphorous concentrations were correlated with bacterial community structure on leaves. The relative abundances of several bacterial taxa were correlated with suites of host plant traits related to major axes of plant trait variation, including the leaf economics spectrum and the wood density—growth/mortality tradeoff. These correlations between phyllosphere bacterial diversity and host growth, mortality, and function suggest that incorporating information on plant–microbe interactions will improve our ability to understand plant functional biogeography and the drivers of variation in plant and ecosystem function.

Significance

In this study we sequenced bacterial communities growing on tree leaves in a neotropical forest in Panama, to quantify the poorly understood relationships between bacterial biodiversity on leaves (the phyllosphere) vs. host tree attributes. Bacterial community structure on leaves was highly correlated with host evolutionary relatedness and suites of plant functional traits related to host ecological strategies for resource uptake growth/mortality tradeoffs. The abundance of several bacterial taxa was correlated with host growth, mortality, and function.

Our study provides the first quantification of the drivers of variation in plant-associated microbial biodiversity; our results suggest that incorporating information on plant-associated microbes will improve our understanding of the functional biogeography of plants and plant–microbe interactions.
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has not been directly quantified. As a result, we have very little understanding of the potential of plant–microbe interaction networks to influence the distribution and functional biogeography of their hosts at large scales in the face of global change (34).

A first step toward integrating phyllosphere microbial communities into the study of plant biogeography will require establishing correlations between microbial community structure on leaves and the functional traits of plant hosts. To address this goal, we used high-throughput sequencing to characterize the structure of bacterial phyllosphere microbiome on the leaves of multiple host tree species in a diverse neotropical forest in Panama.

We combined phyllosphere microbiome data with a rich dataset on the attributes of plant hosts, including functional traits and evolutionary relationships, to (i) quantify the magnitude of leaf-associated bacterial biodiversity in a diverse natural forest community, (ii) identify the host plant attributes that influence microbiome community assembly on leaves, and (iii) understand relationships between bacterial diversity and suites of host plant traits and functions and discuss their implications for our understanding of plant functional biogeography.

Results

Microbial Phyllosphere Diversity and the Core Phyllosphere Microbiome.

We used high-throughput Illumina sequencing of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene (35) to quantify the composition of bacterial communities on the leaf surfaces of trees growing in a tropical lowland rainforest on Barro Colorado Island, Panama. We identified 7,293 bacterial operational taxonomic units (OTUs, sequences binned at a 97% similarity cutoff) on the leaves of 137 trees belonging to 57 species, an average of 418 ± 4 OTUs (mean ± SE) per sampled tree. Many of these bacterial taxa were rare, with 28% of bacterial OTUs occurring on a single tree. A collector's curve of the number of OTUs per host species continued to reveal novel bacterial taxa with every additional host plant species sampled (Fig. 1). The total size of the phyllosphere bacterial OTU pool was estimated to be 11,615 ± 227 OTUs [mean ± SE of Chao2 estimator of total OTU pool richness (36)].

Studies of microbes in various habitats have sought to identify the “core microbiome” (37)—the potentially ecologically important microbial taxa shared among multiple communities sampled from the same habitat. We detected a “core phyllosphere microbiome” of common and abundant bacterial phyllosphere taxa present on nearly all trees sampled in this forest (Fig. 2). There were 104 bacterial OTUs belonging to eight phyla and 34 families that were present on 95% or more of all trees sampled, representing 1.4% of the bacterial taxonomic diversity but more than 73% of sequences. The five most dominant phyla represented in the core microbiome were Alphaproteobacteria [Beijerinckiaceae (7.0% of all sequences), Bradyrhizobiaceae (4.9%)], Sphingobacteria [Flexibacteriaceae (6.7%), Sphingobacteriaceae (4.2%)], Gammaproteobacteria [Pseudomonadaceae (3.3%), Xanthomonadaceae (8.7%)], Betaproteobacteria (8.1%), and Actinobacteria (5.5%). The most abundant individual OTUs were identified as Beijerinckia (6.5%), Leptothrix (3.9%), Stenotrophomonas (3.4%), Niastella (3.3%), and Spiroforma (2.9%).

Drivers of Variation in Phyllosphere Bacterial Community Composition.

Variation in bacterial community structure on leaves was related to two groups of correlated plant host traits (Fig. 3). The first group of plant traits significantly (P < 0.05) correlated with variation in bacterial community structure (bacterial community ordination axis 1) included wood density and growth and mortality rates. The second group of plant traits significantly (P < 0.05) correlated with bacterial community structure (bacterial community ordination axis 2) included leaf mass per area, leaf thickness, and leaf nitrogen and phosphorous concentrations. Bacterial communities on leaves were phylogenetically clustered, containing OTUs more closely related than expected from a null model of random assembly from the pool of OTUs observed on all trees (mean ± SE, SESMPD = –0.3 ± 0.1; P < 0.05). The magnitude of phylogenetic clustering was significantly correlated with axis 1 of the bacterial community ordination (Fig. 3) and with the host traits associated with that axis (mortality rate, growth rate, and wood density).

The majority (51%) of the variation in bacterial community structure on leaves could be explained by host traits and taxonomy, with host taxonomy alone explaining 26% of the variation, host traits alone explaining 13% of the variation, and host traits and taxonomy jointly explaining 10% of the variation (variance partitioning of weighted UniFrac distances). A nested analysis of the variance in microbial community structure explained by different host plant taxonomic levels indicated that host plant order (26.0%), family (9.2%), and genus (8.1%) all explained significant amounts of variance (P < 0.05; nested permutation multiple analysis of variance [MANOVA] vs. weighted UniFrac distances), and that the majority (51%) of variance in microbial community structure was among host species (P < 0.01; based on species with at least two individuals sampled).

We quantified the strength of evolutionary associations between host species and bacterial OTUs by testing both for an overall evolutionary association and identifying individual host–microbe associations that were stronger than expected by chance using the “host–parasite association test,” which uses a randomization test to evaluate the strength of associations between organisms from different phylogenetic groups (38). There was a significant overall evolutionary association between host species and bacterial OTUs (P < 0.001). We also identified numerous associations between host and bacterial clades that were stronger than expected (P < 0.05) (Fig. 4).

Correlations Between Plant Functional Trait Strategies and Microbial Diversity.

To understand how microbial communities on leaves are related to major dimensions of plant functional trait variation and plant ecological strategies, we summarized correlations among plant functional traits for 217 woody plant species from Barro Colorado Island (description in Methods) using a principal components analysis (PCA) of trait values. We then tested for relationships between plant trait strategies and the relative abundance of sequences assigned to different bacterial taxonomic classes for the 57 host species for which both plant trait and microbial community data were available, using a permutation test that determined whether relationships between microbial community composition variables vs. plant trait correlation axes were stronger than expected by chance.
Analysis of correlations among plant traits (Fig. 5) revealed three major axes of plant trait variation among species that have been previously described for tropical trees (39–41). The first axis of correlated traits (PCA axis 1) includes traits related to the “leaf economics spectrum” of plant resource uptake strategies (42–44), such as leaf nutrient concentrations, leaf dry matter content, and leaf mass per area. The second axis of correlated traits (PCA axis 2) includes traits related to plant stature at maturity, including maximum height and diameter. The third axis of correlated traits (PCA axis 3) includes wood density, relative growth rate, and mortality rate. These traits are related to a wood density–growth/mortality tradeoff (39, 41).

Microbial community structure and abundance were correlated with the major axes of plant trait variation (Fig. 5). The relative abundances of Betaproteobacteria and Elusimicrobia were significantly correlated ($P < 0.05$) with the cluster of traits related to the leaf economics spectrum (PCA axis 1). These bacterial classes were more abundant on the leaves of tree species with high leaf dry matter content and leaf mass per area and low leaf nitrogen and phosphorous concentrations. The relative abundances of Deltaproteobacteria were significantly correlated ($P < 0.05$) with the cluster of traits related to plant stature (PCA axis 2), whereas several clades, including the Alphaproteobacteria, Thermomicrobia, and TM7-3, were significantly correlated ($P < 0.05$) with the cluster of traits related to the wood density–growth/mortality tradeoff (PCA axis 3).

Discussion

Tropical tree leaves harbor diverse bacterial communities. More than 450 tree species have been recorded on Barro Colorado Island (45). Just 50–100 g of leaf tissue from an individual tree is home to nearly as many bacterial taxa as there are tree species on the entire 16-km² island. Even at a sampling depth of hundreds of thousands of sequences there are still numerous undiscovered bacterial taxa living on tropical tree leaves. Most bacterial taxa on leaves in this forest were rare. However, in contrast to a previous study of temperate phyllosphere bacterial diversity that found few bacterial OTUs present across multiple temperate tree species (32), we detected a core microbiome of common bacterial taxa present on nearly all leaves.

Many of the dominant bacterial taxa in the phyllosphere belong to clades known to associate closely with plant hosts, including diazotrophic (nitrogen-fixing) and methylotrophic (methanol- and other one-carbon compound-consuming) taxa, such as *Beijerinckia* and *Methylobacterium*. We also detected many bacterial taxa from groups that are commonly encountered in other environments, including soil and water. Because of a lack of detailed knowledge about the ecological niches of bacteria (46), it is difficult to identify the sources of the bacterial populations on tropical tree leaves. It is likely that the communities we sampled represent a mixture of resident taxa living permanently on leaves in biofilms and on leaf surface substrates (2, 47), as well as transient taxa introduced from the atmosphere, rainwater, and contact with animal and plant dispersal vectors. Future studies comparing bacterial community composition across different potential source communities, including soil, air, and animals, will be required to identify the metacommunities contributing to microbial diversity on leaf surfaces.

The plant attributes that explained variation in bacterial community structure on leaves included traits related to the leaf economics spectrum (42, 44) and the wood density–growth/mortality tradeoff (39, 41). The leaf economics spectrum is a suite of correlated traits related to the resource uptake and retention strategies of plants. This spectrum separates taxa with an “acquisitive” resource strategy and traits including relatively high resource uptake rates, short-lived leaves, and high concentrations of nutrients, including nitrogen and phosphorous, from taxa with a “retentive” resource strategy and the opposite set of traits (42, 44). The evidence that bacterial community structure is related to the leaf economics spectrum is likely a result of the profound impact of leaf resource uptake strategies on leaf morphology and physiology. Traits that could impact the resources available to bacteria living on the leaf surface include the availability of leaf nutrients and carbon compounds, the rate of production of volatile organic compounds, including methanol, and the amount of structural and antimicrobial compounds produced by leaves (49).

The other major axis of plant trait and functional covariation that was related to bacterial biodiversity on leaves was the wood density–growth/mortality tradeoff spectrum (39, 40). This spectrum separates fast-growing species with high mortality rates and low wood density (low structural investment) adapted to rapid growth in favorable environments, such as canopy gaps, from species with the opposite set of traits. Although wood density and growth/mortality rate would not be expected to directly influence bacterial populations on leaves, these traits are related to the overall growth and life-history strategy of plants. Taken together, our results suggest that the ecological strategies and functional traits of plants have a profound effect on phyllosphere bacterial communities and that incorporating information on plant-associated bacteria has the potential to improve our understanding of the mechanisms shaping plant trait correlations at biogeographic scales (50).

Using ecological null models to assess the degree of phylogenetic clustering in bacterial communities, we detected evidence of nonneutral community assembly on nearly all sampled leaves, in the form of widespread phylogenetic clustering. The correlation between bacterial phylogenetic clustering vs. host traits such as mortality and growth rate suggests that conditions on the leaves of fast-growing trees act as a stronger ecological filter on potential colonists of the phyllosphere, resulting in more phylogenetically clustered communities, or that microbial succession on long-lived leaves eventually leads to less strongly phylogenetically clustered communities. Given the long lifespans of some tropical leaves, future studies of succession on leaves of
different ages (29) will be required to fully distinguish between these possibilities.

We found evidence for evolutionary associations between plants and phyllosphere bacteria (Fig. 4). For example, Alphaproteobacteria were highly abundant on plants from the Ochnaceae and Vochysiaceae but much less abundant on plants from the Violaceae, which were commonly colonized by Sphingobacteria (Fig. 2). These evolutionary associations are likely to be related to phyllogenetic variation in host traits (51); given the interaction between microbial community variance explained by host traits and taxonomy. Several traits not measured by this study, such as volatile organic compound production, cuticle chemistry, and antibiotic production, are also likely to play a role. Future studies of additional functional traits and detailed investigations of the effects of host traits on the growth of microbial populations will be required to fully understand the processes responsible for these evolutionary associations.

The associations between bacterial phyllosphere community structure and host traits that we observed raise the question of which partner exerts greater control over interactions in the phyllosphere. For example, is the association between the relative abundance of certain bacterial taxa and host plant growth rates due to bacteria directly influencing the growth of their hosts, or do the traits of fast-growing host species filter for a certain bacterial community composition by promoting or inhibiting the growth of different bacterial clades? The adaptation of bacterial taxa to variation in leaf chemistry and micro-environment suggests that leaf chemistry has an important effect on the growth and survival of bacteria on leaves (1), and this is supported by our finding that leaf chemistry was strongly correlated with bacterial community structure. However, microbial populations have also been found to have direct effects on plant growth through resource exchange and protection from pathogen damage (7, 52). Fully disentangling the relative importance of plants vs. microbes to explain the associations we observed will require experimental manipulations of plant–microbe associations (7, 53).

Functional traits are defined as any trait that can potentially influence fitness through correlations with growth, reproduction, or survival (54). We have demonstrated that the biodiversity of bacterial communities on tree leaves is correlated with host growth and mortality rates, suggesting the possibility that the structure of the plant microbiome could be considered a plant functional trait. Many widely measured plant functional traits, such as association with nitrogen-fixing bacteria or mycorrhizal fungi, are simple measures of the potential influence of microbial communities on plant and ecosystem function. The ability to quantify plant-associated microbial biodiversity in depth offers the possibility to move beyond binary measures of plant–microbial associations (i.e., mycorrhizal status) toward a more detailed understanding of how microbial biodiversity is related to host function, both directly by considering microbial biodiversity as a potential functional trait (33) and indirectly through understanding how microbes mediate other plant functional traits (10). Expanding our notions of the functional biogeography of plants beyond phenotypic traits to include biotic interactions and species interaction networks (55, 56) is a research priority for biogeography and macroecology (57). Our knowledge of plant–microbe associations at biogeographic scales are currently very limited (58); our study provides a first step toward incorporating information on plant–microbe associations to better understand the functional biogeography of plants and forecast species and ecosystem responses to global change (34, 59).
Methods
Bacterial Community Sampling and Sequencing. We collected bacteria from the leaf surfaces of woody plants in a tropical lowland rainforest on Barro Colorado Island, Panama in December 2010. We sampled between one and five individual trees from each of 57 species. Each sample consisted of shade leaves collected from the subcanopy (2–10 m above ground) by clipping 50–100 g fresh mass of leaves from an individual plant into sterile roll bags with surface-sterilized shears. Microbial cells were collected from leaf surfaces by agitating leaves for 5 min in 100 mL of 1:50 diluted wash solution [1 M Tris-HCl, 0.5 M Na EDTA, and 1.2% CTAB (60)] and pelleting via centrifugation at 4,000 × g for 20 min. The supernatant was removed by pipetting, cells were resuspended in 500 μL MoBio PowerSoil bead solution, and DNA was extracted using the MoBio PowerSoil kit.

Amplification libraries were prepared for Illumina sequencing using a two-stage PCR protocol. We first targeted the V5-V6 region of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene using cyanobacteria-excluding primers [16S primers 799F-1115R (32, 61)] to exclude chloroplast DNA. Primers were modified with a 5′ tail that added a 6-bp barcode and partial Illumina adaptor sequence to 16S fragments during PCR (modified 799F: 5′-CCGCTCCTGATCTGCTGTGTCG; modified 1115R: 5′-ACACTCTTTCCCTA). Twenty-five-microliter PCR reactions consisted of 5 μL 5× HF buffer (Thermo Scientific), 0.5 μL dNTPs (10 μM each), 0.25 μL Phusion Hot Start II polymerase (Thermo Scientific), 0.5 μL each primer (10 μM), 2.4 μL of genomic DNA, and 16.25–18.25 μL molecular-grade water. Reactions were performed in triplicate for each sample with the following conditions: 30 s initial denaturation at 98 °C, followed by 20 cycles of 10 s at 98 °C, 30 s at 64 °C, and 30 s at 72 °C, with a final 10-min elongation at 72 °C. Triplicate reactions were pooled, cleaned using MoBio UltraClean PCR cleanup kit, and resuspended in 50 μL of solution C6. Using cleaned PCR product as a template, a second PCR was performed with custom HPLC-cleaned primers to further amplify 16S products and complete the illumina sequencing construct (PCR1 primer set: V4-AAGCGAGGACGACATCACTACTATGGGTCTCAGG; PCR2 primer set: 5′-ATGATACCTGGGACACGAGATCTACTACAGGAGTCTCAGGAC-CG). Single 25-μL reactions were performed for each sample, with reagents and conditions as described above, but reactions were run for 15 rather than 20 cycles. A 445-bp fragment was isolated by electrophoresis in a 2% agarose gel, and DNA was recovered with the MoBio GelSpin kit. Multiplexed 16S libraries were prepared by mixing equimolar concentrations of DNA from each sample. The resulting DNA library was sequenced using Illumina HiSeq 150-bp paired-end sequencing at the University of Oregon Genomics Core Facility.

We processed raw sequence data with the fastx toolkit and QIIME (62) software pipelines to trim and concatenate paired-end sequences to a single sequence length of 212 bp (106 bp from each paired end), eliminate low-quality sequences by removing trimmed sequences with a mean quality score less than 30 or with any base pair with a quality score less than 25, and de-multiplex sequences into samples using barcode sequences. A combinatorial barcoding approach was used to allow bioinformatic identification of each sample via the unique combination of forward and reverse barcodes attached to each sequence (63). We binned sequences into OTUs (a species equivalent) at a 97% sequence similarity cutoff using uclust (64) and eliminated putative chimeric OTUs and estimated the taxonomic identity of each OTU using the BLAST algorithm as implemented in QIIME (62). After sequence filtering and rarefaction of each sample to 4,000 sequences, 548,000 sequences from 137 samples representing 57 tree species remained and were included in all subsequent analyses. We inferred phylogenetic relationships among all bacterial OTUs using a maximum likelihood GTR-Gamma phylogenetic model in FastTree (65).

Plant Host Traits, Fitness, Function, and Phylogeny. Data on host plant functional traits, including growth form and adult stature [average diameter at breast height (DBH) and average height of six largest individuals by DBH in a fully enumerated 50-ha forest plot], leaf elemental chemistry [concentration of aluminum, calcium, copper, potassium, magnesium, manganese, phosphorus, zinc, nitrogen, and carbon], leaf morphology [leaf mass per area, leaf dry matter content, leaf thickness, leaf area], wood density, sapling growth rate, and sapling mortality rate, were obtained for all species according to data previously collected from Barro Colorado Island (39). Phylogenetic relationships among plant hosts were estimated according to a maximum-likelihood phylogeny for Barro Colorado Island woody plant species (66).

Data Analyses. Data analyses and visualization were performed using the ape (67), ggplot2 (68), picante (69), and vegan (70) packages for R (71). We quantified variation in bacterial community structure among samples using the weighted Unifrac index, an abundance-weighted measure of the phylogenetic differentiation among bacterial communities (72). We summarized major gradients in bacterial community structure among samples using a nonmetric multidimensional scaling ordination of weighted Unifrac distances. We identified relationships between bacterial community structure and host plant traits by calculating correlations between host plant traits and the scores of samples on the axes of the bacterial community ordination.

We partitioned the variance in phyllosphere bacterial community structure explained by host traits and host taxonomy using variance partitioning (73) and permutational MANOVA analysis (74) of the variance in weighted Unifrac distances explained by different traits and taxonomic ranks. We quantified the evidence for nonneutral community assembly of microbial communities on leaves using null model testing of phylogenetic diversity (75). We estimated the abundance-weighted mean pairwise distance (MPD) among sequences in each sample and calculated a standardized effect size (SE的效果) by comparing the observed values to the value expected if communities were assembled at random from the pool of all OTUs observed on all leaves (75).
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